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 nearly 2,000 of those were children with center defects that was not detected –s (Automated
Exterior Defibrillators’) – A portion of proceeds will head to this foundation for the purchase and
donation of AED's and scholarships for kids. Jeff was tragically killed during a rescue mission of
additional Navy Seals in the Afghan mountains June 28, 2005.An Experience with ED the AED
is a great book written to educate children about the safe and easy using AED’ an AED could
have possibly preserved their lives!s along with clear and concise instructions on hands only
CPR. We want that for all kids and all people all over the world. this is a powerful device to help
anyone overcome fear that might otherwise keep them from getting involved in a life and death
emergency. An Adventure with ED the AED helps to dispel many myths encircling safety issues
regarding the use of an AED – the AED will not shock anyone that isn't in cardiac arrest (V-FIB or
Pulse-less V-Tach). Our book really helps to create an awareness of the positioning of AED’ This
book gives children and adults schooling through its easy step by step format with easy to
understand instructions on the usage of an AED and hands only CPR (Cardio Pulmonary
Resuscitation). always wanting to help others and serve others to the best level.S. and other
countries for the training of all kids including Kindergarten through 12th quality in this life
keeping skill. Fact: Anyone… our future – That is a psychological and cultural shift that's long
overdue! Make sure you help us to teach, educate and empower our brand-new generation – yes
a good child can save a life! to embrace how easy it really is to save a life without any hesitation
at all! Did you know that even children who've had their hearts screened by doctor’! The AED will
let you know exactly how to accomplish hands just CPR and deliver the life saving shock which
could make all of the difference between tragedy or triumph!! The books general message is
easy: KEEP YOUR COOL & Change THE AED ON!s may still get into sudden cardiac arrest
during their sleep, during exercise such as sports or during a time of enthusiasm? If you need to
order printed books to use please contact us at indy@indytraininginc.t you want an AED to be
there in the event that you needed one? This publication helps to not merely empower adults
but kids of any age group to feel assured to help save a life – Our Hero in our publication is Jeff
Lucas who's the beloved brother of James Lucas – the co-author of the reserve and Jeff Lucas
was a Navy Seal who was simply determined to never fail.Fact: An estimated 456,000 people
died last year from unexpected cardiac death – We choose Jeff as our hero in this reserve
because he was a genuine hero in lifestyle - and we wanted to honor his memory rather than
forget that he offered the best sacrifice for our freedom and peace – It is relevant training for
children in health course and a perfect tool to aid schools in their compliance for Legislative
Activities across the U. Please go to the memorial site in memory of Jeff Lucas for more
information at http://www.s in addition to First Aid and several other health insurance and EMS
related topics for kids of all age range!com/warrior.html. it is the first in a series of books about
medical and other life saving skills.We hope you enjoy our initial book in some books we are
focusing on for release shortly! Our other topics will address various kinds of
AED’jefflucasmemorial. It really is true and wouldn’com or through our various web sites to put a
request: Indy Schooling, Inc. Internet site: indytraininginc.com or Twitter:
https://twitter.com/indytraininginc or Facebook for ED The AED:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/ED-the-AED/110356232494688.An Adventure with ED the



AED is protected by copyright and intellectual property of this book, concept, idea and future
plaything are protected by trademark & patent of the ED the AED idea by USPTO 2013.Make
sure you help support all households who have lost kids or others to unexpected cardiac death!
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WHAT A FANTASTIC BOOK FOR Children TO LEARN ABOUT SAVING LIVES! Adults This book
explains how to use the AED to save lives. Finally, somebody has published a no nonsense,
clear to see publication about conserving lives with an AED that is child friendly. For less than
$10. Great reserve for both adults and children! I particularly just like the reality that the writer
teaches a video game on how to find the AED in public areas establishments, and the
importance of finding the cellular phone to make the contact to 911 to obtain help along the way..
This publication must be purchased for anybody with children. It might very well be YOUR life
that is saved with this knowledge. I think a lot more than just my grandkids can benefit from
this. She was at school and just passed out. The people who produced this book are excellent
people and the book is so informative even while .. I am really impressed. The people who made
this book are great people and the book is so informative even as a kids book would
recommend it to anyone attempting to learn and have there children learn to use the machine to
save lots of people's lives An excellent publication to learn about how exactly to use an AED It's
an amazing book that takes worries out of using an AED.00, any child might have a basic
understanding of what an AED is, how it works, and what it is important role is in keeping a life.
What a delightful book! What a delightful book! I liked it myself, and can begin noticing where
"Ed' is definitely in the public locations I go. I think school teachers should can get on table and
make a spot of sharing this book making use of their students.-) Up-up, down-down, left-correct,
left-right, B, A, select, start. ; Great job, Jamie and Indy. This is "the" cheat code that each gamer
(that was a youngster in the '80s and '90s) knows by heart. How hard is "Keep your cool and
convert the AED on."? Keep your cool, call 9-1-1 and turn the AED on. After we found out an 18
year aged girl that people knew from swim team had been saved by an AED. Thank you for
providing an excellent AED book at a child's level of understanding! Luckily, the school nurse
was immediately obtainable, there is an AED obtainable and people knew how to utilize
it.com/news/2013/apr/07/back-from-the-brink-evergreen-student-comes-to-gri/ Excellent
Educational Tool for Children &columbian.This is said to be a book review. It really is well written,
I really like the illustrations and the message can be very clear.We received a paper duplicate of
An Experience with ED the AED back in Sep/Oct 2012.I used to truly have a "tough man" work; I
tear up each and every time I get to the page that shows Jamie the firefighter teaching Jeff and
his classmates to start searching for AEDs everywhere.Keep your cool, call 9-1-1 and turn the
AED on. The story is informed from a child's watch to let you know how simple it is. After
reading the book with your kids YOU might discover ways to save someone's life. Switch the
AED on. Contact 9-1-1.Keep calm.http://www. Heidi was clinically lifeless for 8 a few minutes.
The school principal and college nurse are credited with conserving Heidi Stewart's existence. I
am really amazed!Who knows?The proceeds from this book will be employed to purchasing
AED's for schools.Everyone should read this book.
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